
IRFAN MAZHAR SECURITIES (PRIVATE) LIMITED 
POLICIES AND PROCEEDURES 

 
1. I/WE fully understand that investment in stock/ shares/ stock market is subject to market and/or specific 

risk(s) and may result in substantial loss or profit. Furthermore trading in futures counter may also result 

in excessive profit or total loss. IMSPL shall not be responsible for any profit or loss arising out of trading 

or investment by clients. 

 

2. It will also be my/our responsibility to regularly remain in touch with IMSPL  to obtain my/our  account 

position and portfolio from time to time or whenever need arises. 

 

3. I/WE retain the full responsibility of making all investment/ trading decision with respect to my/our 

account(s). IMSPL  will not be under any obligation to provide advice on an-going basis in relation to any 

of my/our investment 

 

4. Any advice communication to me/us incidental to the provision of service by IMSPL under this agreement 

and does not constitute any offer to sell or intimation to buy shares/ regular market/ future contracts/ 

options etc. 

 

5. I/WE agree to pay IMSPL from time to time and on demand by way of margin such sums and in such forms 

as IMSPL may in its discretion may reasonably require. Such margin requirement established by IMSPL 

may exceed margin required by KSE. 

 

6. The Order will be placed by myself/us either orally/ our telephone or in written form with IMSPL after 

my/our detailed study of scrip & market conditions and IMSPL shall NOT be responsible for any rise and / 

or fall of scrip selected by us  for either purchase or sale. 

 

7. Electronic/ online traders/ trading is exposed to additional other than market/ specific risks associated 

with failure of hardware, software and/ or communication system. The result of any these failures may be 

that order is not executed in accordance with the instruction or is not executed at all for which IMSPL will 

not be responsible. 

 


